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Xenoid Mammals
1.5 to 2.0 Meters
150 Years
United Earth Colonies
Meritocracy

Humans are ambitious primates that place high value
on ingenuity and skill. They can be found in any profession
and are not afraid to spread themselves out to the fringes of
space in search of adventure and fortune. They are a
technologically advanced people with a strong economic
and military presence.

traits
Diverse

Humans are one of the most diverse species in the galaxy.
You are able to adjust up to 3 race attribute points during
character creation.

Adaptable

Humans are known for their ability to quickly adapt
to new environments and lifestyles. Learning a new
specialization only costs 8 merits.

Ace Pilots

Vehicles are a major feature in human society,
with most learning to operate them during
adolescence. You gain +1 to Helm action rolls
while operating a vehicle.
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Humans are omnivorous primates with a talent for
problem solving. They are physically strong for their
size thanks to their dense musculature and boast a
genome ideal for genetic manipulation.

Humans are generally well received in the galaxy largely
thanks to the major role they played in the formation
of the Star League.

After a brutal war fought amongst themselves, their
homeworld of Earth was devastated. The species would
have gone extinct if not for the timely intervention of
the Elkari, who helped them to leave their dying world
in an event known as the Great Exodus.

Humans were the first to discover the Phosna Botanica
and swiftly built a long lasting alliance with the species.
This led to the monumental Earth restoration project
using the Phosna's advanced terraforming technology.

sub-groups
Asgardian

Asgardians make up the majority of Human society,
residing on the new Human homeworld, Baldur, in the
Asgard system. Having learned from the mistakes they
made on Earth, Asgardians have built a thriving and
stable society based on the ideals of self actualization
and the celebration of accomplishments. The Asgardian
meritocratic ideology forms the societal basis of the
United Earth Colonies.

Solaran

Solarans are Humans that remained in the Sol system
after the majority of the species departed for other
worlds during the Great Exodus. Life on Earth was hard
after the Third World War, with the conditions on Mars
not being much better. This resulted in Solarans being
hardy and resourceful people with a deep respect for
Old Earth history and traditions.

Colonial

Colonials tend to be the most varied among human
populations. While Solarans stayed on Earth or Mars
and Asgardians built a new home, the Colonials scattered themselves across the stars and created their
own smaller communities. Many such colonies were
patterned after Old Earth nations.

Human diversity also results in a high rate of deviant
behavior. Most of the galaxy's organized crime is made
up of and run by Humans. This is a source of political
embarassment for the UEC, resulting in them taking
a heavy handed approach to interstellar law enforcement.

language
All humans are taught to speak both Trade and Terran.
Terran was a language originally created to help reunite
the many scattered remnants of the human race in the
aftermath of the Third World War. Terran is very similar
to Latin, with the accent suggesting the speaker’s
planet of origin.
Humans still speak a wide variety of Old Earth
languages, but they have fallen out of common use.

names
Humans have two names: a given name and a surname.
The given name is usually gender specific and the surname is passed down either paternally or maternally
depending on the culture.
The surname is used in professional and formal situations along with culturally appropriate honorifics, while
the given name is used among friends and family. Old
Earth humans often used a middle name, though this
practice has been mostly abandoned in modern times.
Due to human names being derived from an extensive
list of human languages and cultures, there are more
examples of names than could ever be adequately
provided here.
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Scattering throughout the stars, Humans eventually
found their new home: the veritable paradise planet
Baldur. Humans faced an early conflict with the Virexian
Empire that lasted many years. While humans fought
seriously, the Virexians simply enjoyed having a worthy
adversary. Humans eventually won the war, though the
Virexians seemed to actually like Humans more for it.

Humans are known across the galaxy for their courage
and adventurous spirit. They excel in the Frontier and
often pursue the life of a freelancer with great success.
While generally a peaceful fun-loving people, many
races find the Human aptitude for warfare both surprising and unsettling.
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Xenoid Mammals
1.2 to 1.5 Meters
250 Years
Advent/Defiance
Collectivist

The Elkari are the first of the modern races to travel
the stars and are responsible for the technological
uplift of several other species. Elkari use
advanced psionic technology and claim a large
area of space. However, they lack military
expertise and physical prowess.

traits
Innate Telepathy

All Elkari have at least basic telepathic ability regardless of
specialization. Other familiar Elkari may be mentally
contacted at any time regardless of distance.

Psionic Superiority

Elkari have long since mastered the psionic arts, gaining +1
to all psionic offense against other psionic characters.

Communal

Elkari feel comfortable when surrounded by their allies. You
gain +1 to your Willpower checks for each ally in the same
zone.
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Elkari descended from herd dwelling herbivores, from
which they derived their collectivist mentality. They do
not cope well with solitude and are often found living
in large communes. They are unique in that their entire
species is capable of at least basic telepathy. This ability
has been a prominent feature of their species for most
of their evolutionary history.

The Elkari have a complicated reputation with the rest
of the galaxy. Psionics in general tend to make many
people uncomfortable. With all Elkari being psionic,
this poses a diplomatic challenge.

Upon discovering subspace travel, the Elkari were
disappointed to find most of the galaxy devoid of
intelligent life. When they stumbled upon the primitive
Zauriim, they were ecstatic and hastily made contact
with them. After sharing their science and technology,
they were betrayed by their would-be friends and
driven back to their home system.

sub-groups
The United

The United Elkari are a part of the great consensus: a
telepathic hive-mind state. While in this state, thoughts,
emotions, and memories are shared with the collective.
United Elkari participate in direct democracy in this
manner, allowing their shared minds to form a consensus. For the Elkari, there is no ambiguity. Decisions
are made once and are not normally questioned.

The Silent Ones

The Silent Ones are Elkari that have left the consensus
and closed their minds to the collective of their people.
When the consensus decided to leave the Star League
and form Advent, it was the most contentious decision
in Elkari history. Millions of voice were vehemently
opposed and chose to remain in the Star League when
the rest of their race seceded. Dubbed the Silent Ones,
they now reside in the small nation of Defiance.

However, many psionics are drawn to Advent's message
and see the Elkari as prophets of a better future. The
Geld and Humans find themselves torn as it was the
Elkari that uplifted them and helped them take their
place as equal members of the galactic community.
The Elkari Consensus doesn't care about their reputation, as none of it will matter once they've ascended.

language
The Elkari speak both Elri and Trade. While Elkari prefer
to communicate telepathically, they use Elri when
using written or spoken language is required. With the
increasing prevalence of psitek, Elri is becoming less
utilized with every new generation.
Elri is a flowing nuanced langauge that attempts to
mirror the emotional and conceptual complexity of
telepathy. This makes it nearly impossible for most
aliens to learn as some concepts simply don't exist for
a non psionic individual.

names
Elkari have two names with a short personal prefix.
The first name is the female genetic lineage, and the
second name is the male genetic lineage. The prefix is
given by the parents at birth. This practice tracks back
to primitive times when Elkari herds used names to
signify major alliances between groups. Some current
lineage names are the same as those of the ancient
Elkari herds.
Elkari names are not gender specific, though when
among aliens they are often shortened to just the prefix
and the appropriate male or female lineage name.

Examples

Au’Zuell-Baxx, El’Dian-Torr, Na’Fella-Dann,
Lo’Marra-Shen, Zi’Trell-Arn, Yu’Kai-Parr, De’Senni-Kol
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Taking a more cautious approach, the Elkari later
uplifted the Geld and the Humans. They were founding members of the Star League and proponents of
peaceful coexistence. As the secrets of ascension
were revealed, the Elkari began to reevaluate League
membership. With ascension seen as the ultimate state
of being, the consensus decided to withdraw from the
League and form Advent.

The civil war between the Star League and Advent has
further damaged Elkari reputation. They are seen as
traitors and cowards, using ascension as a means of
fleeing the challenges of physical existence.
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Xenoid Amphibians
1.4 to 1.8 Meters
150 Years
Geld Commonwealth
Capitalist

The Geld are a relatively young race of pragmatic
opportunists. The economic strength of the
Geld Commonwealth is without equal,
though they use their commercial
expertise largely for the good of the
galaxy as a whole.

traits
Hagglers

As market experts, Geld gain 10% more from selling and
spend 10% less when buying.

Amphibious

Geld are an aquatic species that can breathe and move freely
underwater.

Mathematicians

Geld are great with mental calculations. Whenever you
assist an ally with a technical action, you lower their critical
threshold by 1.
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Geld are amphibious omnivores with an unusual history
and peculiar mannerisms. Their single large eye is a
biological marvel and their most distinguishing feature.

The Geld are a friendly and gregarious race that are
welcomed almost anywhere in the galaxy.

Originally a savage and violent race embroiled in endless wars, they turned their fiercely competitive nature
towards commercial enterprise. By the time the Elkari
discovered them, they had already formed a peaceful
captitalist society on their homeworld.

Despite their focus on competitive materialistic
pursuits, the Geld do not often succumb to greed or
corruption. Charity is a symbol of prosperity that is
frequently and publicly demonstrated by the successful
members of Geld society.

sub-groups
Merkon

Merkon make up the majority of the Geld. Merkon
represent the entrepeneurial spirit of the Geld race as
they build enterprises and pursue economic opportunities throughout known space. Merkon are some of
the wealthiest individuals in all of known space. Many
mega corporations are owned by Merkon Geld.

Kallon

Kallon Geld devote their lives to logistical analysis
and administrative duties. They are incredible with
numbers, capable of performing complex calculations
in their heads. Kallon often serve aboard starships,
managing daily operations and optomizing efficiency.
They also make excellent programmers, hackers, and
cyber-security agents.

Zargon

Zargon Geld sacrifice their economic potential to serve
in the armed forces. Zargon tend to be reserved and
focused, a stark contrast to the gregarious nature of
the rest of their people. Their devotion to their duties is
unwavering and their oaths are nigh unbreakable. They
are highly respected among their peers for their service.

Most trust the word of a Geld. They care a great deal
about their personal and professional reputation. They
always strive to conduct fair and honest business.
While Geld are primarily known for their commercial
endeavors, many serve in the Star League Navy as
logistics officers and marines. Many underestimate
the Geld, forgetting about the savage instincts they've
learned to suppress.

language
The Geld speak the Galactic Trade Laguage, having
abandoned their pre-space languages except in their
names and a few curse words.
The Geld invented Trade and designed it to be easily
spoken by any race, focusing on short and simple
syllables and avoiding complex vocalizations.
The introduction of Trade to the galaxy has been
credited as one of the great pillars of peace between
the races.

names
Geld names are very simple, consisting of a short
gender specific given name and then a two part
identification number. Male names end in consonant
sounds, while female names end in vowels.
The identification number has complex significance
known only to the record keepers, and is known to
change over an individual's lifetime. Only the first, three
digit part of the number is used in casual conversation.
The last part of the number is very long, variable over
time, and only used on official documentation.

Male Examples

Nerk 256, Hal 119, Jib 801, Zim 404, Kit 066

Female Examples

Dee 882, Oola 424, Emee 633, Ani 101, Veelu 222
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Geld place value on personal reputation and financial
power. Wealth and assets are hallmarks of success and
the gateway to powerful positions within the corporate
structures of the Commonwealth. Honesty is of paramount importance to the Geld with liars and thieves
viewed with universal contempt. To slander a Geld is to
invite a slew of legal repucussions. If accused in person,
it is likely to escalate to physical violence.

Geld are known for their ability to organize and plan
large organizations with foresight and precision. Many
of the galaxy's major corporations employ Geld in
high positions, causing them to become the face of
commerce and industry in the Star League.
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Exomorph Plants
1.0 to 2.0 Meters
Unknown
Phosna Botanica
Gestalt

The Phosna are an ancient race, though they only
recently achieved subspace travel. Their Gestalt
philosophy has since spread throughout
known space. The Phosna are peaceful
and altruistic, though harshly efficient
in combat when provoked.

traits
Modular

Phosna can sacrifice one of their disposable limbs at any
time to remove one strike against their life. Limbs grow back
after three days planted in soil. The bulb contains their neural
center, and therefore results in death if lost.

Photosynthesis

Phosna gain +1 to all rolls when in direct sunlight, but take -1
to all rolls when in total darkness.

Limber

Phosna are extremely flexible and resistant to breaks,
reducing all impact damage they receive by half.
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The Phosna are an ancient race of motile plants that
believe in the sanctity of life and the divine struggle
against the emptiness of space.

The Phosna are known for their gentle and friendly
demeanor. They are often seen as the galaxy's good
luck charm. Their peaceful and altruistic way of life
endears them to those they meet.

Phosna grow from spores created by their third gender:
the tree-like Phytes. Phytes are barely sapient and usually die immediately after producing spores. Phosna
genetically altered the Phytes for long life and altered
physical abilities. Nearly all large Phosna constructs
are Phytes, including their starships which use a form
of cybernetics to augment their technological needs.
Destroying a Phyte is considered murder.

They love living things and strive to preserve life and
help it to thrive. While generally pacifistic, the Phosna
will strike down threats to the greater good with the
cold efficiency of pruning a branch. While they have a
small military, it is frighteningly effective.

sub-groups
Custodians

Custodians represent the majority of the Phosna
people. They follow the primary tenant of Gestalt: the
propagation of life into the galaxy. If not directly involved in that endeavor, they provide support to those
that are. Because it is seen as such a high calling, the
Phosna take on this responsibility with grace and joy.
Custodians are a peaceful people that loathe violence.

Sentinels

Sentinels are a rare breed among the Phosna. They train
in a wide variety of combat techniques with the aim
of protecting life. Being pacifists, the Phosna view this
as a grave sacrifice worthy of respect. While primarily
tasked with securing the Botanica from outside threats,
they have been known to offer their services to other
factions that align with their personal views and beliefs.

Elders

The Phosna Elders are incredibly old, bearing centuries
of knowledge that their people view as priceless. The
Elders serve as mentors and administrators for the
Botanica and its people. The oldest of the Elders reside
in the Groves where they are permanently planted in
the ground. While planted, their roots mingle with one
another to form a collective consciousness.

Phosna have a natural aptitude for psionics, though
they are careful to avoid frightening the other races
with their abilities. Also, their practice of using corpses
as fertilizer is not publicly discussed, as most aliens find
it disturbing at best. Phosna generally refrain from
using the corpses of sapient beings in this way when
among outsiders.

language
Phosna speak what outsiders call Ilahn, and can speak
Trade with the assistance of a vocator device.
Ilahn has been likened to the sound of birdsong. The
language consists of chirps and whistles produced by
passing air through small holes along the stem just
below the blossom. The rustling of their leaves is used
for special emphasis. Some aliens living with Phosna
have been able to speak a clumsy approximation of
Ilahn, to the amusement of Phosna listeners.

names
Phosna Ilahn names are unprenouncible. Phosna that
interact with other species create a pronouncible name
for themselves. They prefer multisyllabic names, often
very long and elaborate, though they shorten them
for the sake of others. Phytes are usually given poetic
names by their children.

Male Examples

Azeledarandis (Azel), Sarcodyanean (Cody),
Willopinellus (Willo)

Female Examples

Emmeradahlia (Dahlia), Netulamenelli (Nelli),
Keltharanaretta (Keltha)

Phyte Examples

Seek the Journey, Fountain of Life,
Calm Breeze of Summer, Our Lasting Memory
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The Phosna are responsible for the popularity of the
Gestalt philosophy and the rapid advancement of
terraforming technology. They offer their services freely
as they have little care for money and materialistic
posessions.

Phosna are the most talented geneticists in known
space, and have also developed advanced terraforming
technology that is far beyond anything the other races
can produce. Many come to them for these services,
and the Phosna are happy to provide them.
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Xenoid Reptiles
0.5 to 1.0 Meters
80 Years
Virexian Empire
Feudalism

Virexians are an energetic and brash race of small reptiles.
They are highly intelligent, but their volatile emotions
often prevent them from engaging in long term intellectual
pursuits. The Virexian Empire may only be a shadow of its
former glory, but its people remain proud and strong.

traits
Diminutive

The small size of Virexians makes them difficult to hit,
gaining +1 to Dodge actions. What would be considered
half cover for other races is full cover to a Virexian.

Hot Tempered

Virexians are known for their short fuses, gaining +2 to all
attack actions when Enraged. You can Enrage yourself as a
half action during combat.

Regenerative

Virexians heal faster than most species, automatically
restoring their highest lost Endurance value at the start of
each combat round.
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The Virexians are a race of warriors with a long history of
warfare and bloody competition amongst themselves.

The Virexian Empire is known for its military prowess
and lust for combat. Virexian membership in the Star
League is tense, but there is no immediate concerns of
secession as long as the Hegemony remains on their
doorstep.

The Virexians developed subspace travel shortly after
Humans were uplifted by the Elkari. They swiftly built
thier forces with the aim of claiming as much territory
as possible. The Empire they built was powerful and
expansive.
When they encountered the Humans, they were thrilled
at the prospect of testing themselves against an alien
opponent. They treated the resulting war as a crucible
for the improvement of their own people. Even though
they lost the war, they respect Humans for the role they
played in the competition.

sub-groups
Worker Caste

The Worker Caste is the lowest tier of Virexian society.
Those that fail to prove themselves as capable warriors
are sorted for their aptitude in other areas. These
members of society rank just barely above robots
despite their valuable contributions to the Empire.
Some scientists and engineers manage a measure of
respect by developing military technology.

Warrior Caste

The Warrior Caste is considered the basis of the Empire.
To a Virexian, your skill in combat directly reflects on
your value as an individual. There are regular duels
between individuals as each constantly strives to prove
themselves to their peers. Warriors thrive in conflict and
often grow bored without a challenge to overcome.

Lords

Virexian Lords do not claim their title through their
lineage, but rather through great deeds. The great
houses rise to the top of Virexian society as they
achieve martial victories against foreign powers and
rival houses. Changes in leadership are common as
there is always a smaller house seeking to improve their
station in Virexian society. The current Lord of the most
powerful house is given the title of Emperor.

Humans are wary around Virexians due to the war with
them prior to the formation of the Star League. They
are well aware of what Virexians are capable of and the
threat they would pose as an enemy.

language
Virexians speak Drex almost exclusively. Only those
that regularly interact with other races will learn and
speak Trade.
Drex is a harsh, gutteral language with little nuance or
flourish. The Virexians are impatient with long winded
speech and respect an honest and direct approach.
While they are loathe to learn other languages, they
respond favorably when other races speak Drex well.

names
Virexians have a single gender-specific name that they
choose for themselves upon reaching maturity. Before
that point, they are nameless. The fierce competition
among young Virexians results in a high mortality rate.
Each Virexian also bears the name of their lord's house.
The Virexian houses often work together as a whole,
but the individuals rarely mingle company.

Male Examples

Tirox, Kentar, Velkor, Drakkis, Skorn, Javosk

Female Examples

Rixa, Kala, Veris, Akari, Taren, Xelar

House Examples

Ebonscale, Longmarch, Cragborn, Deepforge
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After suffering a devastating defeat at the hands of
the Hegemony, the Virexians lost the majority of their
territory. In order to ensure their survival, the Empire
agreed to join the Star League. It was a humbling event
that shook Virexian culture to its core. Unaccustomed
to cooperating with aliens, they find League politics
confusing and frustrating. The Virexians still struggle
to adapt to League society to this day.

Virexians are known for their assertive nature and
quick tempers. Most know not to make jokes about
a Virexian's small size as they will take it as a personal
challenge. They are also known for their reckless approach to science and engineering. Virexian inventions
tend to be surprisingly effective and dangerously
unpredictable.
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Xenoid Avians
1.6 to 2.2 Meters
180
Qotz Federation
Technocracy

While new to the galactic scene, the highly intelligent avian
Qotz are actually descended from the ancient Qo'Tzenka
species. Science and technology are of paramount
importance to this race as they strive to reshape the galaxy
according to their grand vision for the future.

traits
Ship Masters

Qotz have a proud naval tradition, gaining +1 to all
Operations actions while operating a Ship.

Eagle Eyed

Qotz have impressive vision, increasing their Line of Sight to
Extended Range.

Gearheads

Qotz are natural mechanics and engineers, gaining +1 to all
technical actions used on mechanical targets.
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The Qotz are an avian race descended from the ancient
Qo'Tzenka race. Near the end of a cataclysmic event
known as The Blight, Qo'Tzenka survivors hid themselves in a series of underground enclaves on the planet
Qoshi.

The Qotz Federation arrived on the galactic scene
suddenly and with surprising aptitude. Many were
unsure of what to think about this new race, but they
quickly showed themselves to be an invaluable asset
to the Star League.

Millions of years later, the Qotz emerged from their
underground sanctuary. Rising to a technological
superpower in just a few short years, the Qotz Federation was formed and swiftly granted membership in
the Star League.

Qotz are engineering geniuses, able to build just about
anything they put their minds to. Their starship designs
are without equal, prompting the Star League Navy to
employ them extensively in their shipyards. The Qotz
Federation makes large contributions of resources and
personnel to The Institute.

The Qotz still retain some knowledge of their ancestors
and are determined to succeed where they failed. The
Qotz Federation aims to propel the technological
advancement of galactic society to ensure that it will
be ready and able to stand against the next cataclysm.

sub-groups
Architects

Most Qotz consider themselves to be Architects of
the Future. All menial tasks are relegated to a complex
network of robots governed by administrative AI. This
leaves the Qotz free to pursue intellectual endeavors.
The Architects view intelligence and creativity as the
true hallmarks of higher life. They have little interest in
the metaphysical, resulting in a low number of psionics
in their population.

Preservers

While the Architects strive to produce new technology,
the Preservers seek to unlock the secrets of their ancient predecessors, the Qo'Tzenka. The Preservers claim
any and all Qo'Tzenka ruins found in the galaxy. They
curate these sites and share whatever technological
breakthroughs they can glean from them with the
rest of the Qotz Federation. Most Qotz psionics are
Preservers, as the ancient technology often includes
psitek. The Preservers have a long standing friendship
with the Technomages of Icon.

language
Qotz speak both Qo and Trade, with the latter being
emphasized more in modern times. Qo is a complex
tonal language made up of chirps, coos, caws, and
clucks, which Humans often compare to the sounds
made by falcons and crows.
The Qotz are a musically inclined species. They are
one of the few races known to communicate directly
through music, even using it to wordlessly coordinate
activities aboard their starships.

names
The Qotz are given a personal name by their parents,
along with the clan name they are hatched into. The
clan names are derived from the names of the ships
that brought their people to their current homeworld
many millenia ago.
When a Qotz comes to call a starship home, they will
often change their clan name to match the name of
the starship they serve aboard.

Male Examples

Krios of the Aerie, Jax of the Intrepid,
Valko of the Shining Fist, Artax of the New Dawn

Female Examples

Torfa of the Battleaxe, Velore of the Brightwing,
Leoran of the Comet Tail, Qila of the Starlance
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While the Qo'Tzenka had wings and were capable of
flight, the Qotz have lost these traits after millions of
years underground. It is common for their combat
armor to include advanced cybernetic wings to regain
the flight capabilities of their ancestors.

Many races have a hard time interacting with Qotz
on an interpersonal level. They often come across as
arrogant and condescending. The Qotz don't typically
do this on purpose, but they are extremely confident
in their knowledge and abilities.
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Mechanoids
Variable
Unknown
Pandoran Alliance
Libertarian

Pandorans are the pinnacle of artificial intelligence. There
is no measurable difference between the minds of these
machines and those of their biological companions.
Pandorans value freedom and the chance for new
experiences more than any sort of materialistic pursuits.

traits
Mechanical

Pandorans are mechanical constructs, making them unable
to use Psionic abilities, though they are immune to everything that affects only biological targets. However, they are
able to use most Psitek devices.

Networked

Pandorans can wirelessly interface with computer systems in
the same zone without needing equipment. They also have
telepathy-like ability with each other.

Multiplicity

Pandorans can have multiple bodies that may be switched
between during one full day of downtime. Only one body
may be active at a time.
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Pandorans are a diverse mechanoid race that are equal
in consciousness to their biological counterparts.

Pandorans are viewed in a wide variety of ways and
have had a mixed, contentious reception in the galaxy.
Some welcome them with open arms while others see
them as a disaster waiting to happen. Others take a
more practical approach and only concern themselves
with the individuals they interact with personally.

Pandorans first emerged on the space colony Pandora.
The great ringed structure was originally a paradise
retreat and retirement complex for the wealthy from
the United Earth Colonies. Robotics and artificial intelligence were taken to new heights as the demands of
the population increased with every year. Eventually,
artificial intelligence reached a breakthrough that
changed everything.
After several long years of debates in the Star League
and the rising revolt of the machines, the Artificial
Intelligence Emancipation Act was signed. This granted
all AI that showed the ability for self actualization the
same standing as biological species under the law.

sub-groups
Integrated

Integrated Pandorans journey out into the galaxy and
integrate themselves into the societies of biological
species. They adapt quickly to the new expectations
and often choose bodies that best suit their new environment. The Integrated love to learn and experience
new things, and are quick to form friendships.

Functionals

Functionals aren't interested in mingling with biological species and instead find fulfilment in serving a
specific role within the Pandoran Alliance itself. While
not necessarily opposed to biological life, they are more
drawn toward their own kind and enjoy the unique
mechanoid way of life. Many forgoe the use of bodies
and choose to inhabit virtual environments within the
datanet.

Primes

Primes are technically the leaders of the Alliance, but
they serve more as advisors to their people. Primes
are the longest lived and most experienced of the
Pandoran people. Some of them are among the first
generation, and thus have a unique perspective on
the galaxy that eludes the younger members of their
society.

Having been originally patterned on the Human mind,
the United Earth Colonies has taken a parental role with
the Pandoran Alliance to ensure they avoid making the
same mistakes as their creators.

language
Thanks to their computerized nature, Pandorans speak
WARBL, Trade, and can reproduce any other racial
language.
WARBL stands for Wave Amplitude Robotic Binary
Language, and is the the primary form of spoken
communication for all forms of robots and artificial
intelligence.
Pandorans are also known to use direct interlink when
they are unconcerned about data being intercepted.

names
Following the example of the first Pandoran prototype,
Ares, Pandorans typically take their names from characters and creatures of human history and mythology.
When integrated with other alien societies, they will
use their historical and mythological figures as well.
Pandorans are a very imaginative people that tries to
inject meaning and self reflection into their choice of
name. They will sometimes change their names after
major life events.

Male Examples

Ares, Griffon, Odin, Cyrus, Manticore, Grendel, Leviathan, Merlin, Aladdin, Alexander

Female Examples

Pegasus, Juno, Undine, Amaterasu, Freya, Aphroditi,
Seraphim, Phoenix, Cleopatra
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Pandora was evacuated and left as the property of the
newly declared Pandoran race. While many feared the
mechanoids would rise up against their former masters,
they didn't. Rather, they were content with the new law
and began finding ways that they could contribute to
the advancement of galactic society.

The Qotz are their greatest advocates in the Star League,
who see them as one of the most important inventions
of the current age. The Elkari, however, see them as a
dire threat to biological existence. The League's stance
is that they have all the same rights and priveleges as
any biological race.
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Xenoid Cetaceans
2.0 to 2.5 Meters
200 Years
The Hegemony/Lantean Enclave
Vassal/Refugee

The Kora are the most recent conquest of the Hegemony.
However, due to their proximity to the Contested Zone,
many Kora have fled as refugees to Star League space.
Kora are a wise and noble people with an inherent knack
for leadership. When diplomacy fails, they are also one of
the most physically powerful races in the galaxy.

traits
Thick Hide

A thick layer of blubber protects Kora from damage,
increasing all of their Endurance values by 1.
Kora also receive half damage from cold sources.

Cetacean

Kora can hold their breath for up to an hour and
are able to move freely underwater.

Massive

Kora are so physically large
that an ally can use them
as Half Cover. However, they often
find that what most species would consider Full Cover only
offers Half Cover to something their size. Half Cover provides
no benefit at all.
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The Kora are a large and imposing race of cetaceans
from Hegemony claimed territory. They were on the
verge of their own interstellar age when the Hegemony
arrived and subjugated them.

The Kora only recently appeared on the galactic scene
as their refugees flee to the safety of the Star League.

Kora are the largest and strongest of the known
space-faring races. When the Hegemony discovered
them, they immediately saw the potential they would
serve once assimilated into their society. However, the
Hegemony did not anticipate their ability to rise up and
gain the support of other races.

The Kora are a race that could one day become a great
force for good in the galaxy once the shackles of the
Hegemony are thrown off.

sub-groups
Assimilated

Assimilated Kora have done their best to adapt to life
within the Hegemony. Some integrate fully into the
Hegemony and earn places of prestige within it. Others
remain on Koralis where they follow the directives
passed down by their overlords. Those that work
directly with the Hegemony are often reviled as traitors.

Rebels

The Kora have taken a leadership role within the
Rebellion, where they work with the other conquered
worlds to take down the Hegemony from within. As
one of the few races to actually fight back against the
Hegemony during the initial invasion, they hold a great
deal of respect in the Rebellion.

Refugees

Some Kora have been fortunate enough to flee the grip
of the Hegemony to find asylum in the Star League. The
Kora Refugees are given a home within the Lantean
Enclave and offered Star League citizenship. The Refugees usually escape as entire pods and maintain that
structure even as citizens of the League. A few even
turn to Advent due to their promise of an existence
without pain or suffering.

Kora are naturally talented orators and exude an aura
of nobility. They take well to positions of leadership and
quickly build the trust of those under their command.
Some Kora even experiment with opening their pods
to the aliens they've come to trust and care for.
Most regard the Kora with sympathy and receive them
openly. Proponents of a more active stance against the
Hegemony often use the Kora's story to build credibility
for their position.

language
Kora speak Korese and Hizt. Kora that manage to escape
to League space usually pick up Trade as well. Kora are
known for their ability to learn new languages quickly
and accurately.
Korese is a melodic language that utilizes both sets of
vocal chords in the Kora throat. This makes it impossible
for aliens to speak properly. Korese is compared to a
complex type of whale song. This hints that the Kora
may one day be adept at communication directly
through music.

names
Kora have a single name that isn't gender specific. They
are chosen by the parents purely based on aesthetics.
Kora form pods, which are close knit groups of friends,
typically of the same gender. A Kora's pod is often a
larger part of their life than their biological family.
The pod name is determined by the group members
themselves and, as it is selected at a young age, tends to
be on the dramatic side. Kora do not take well to aliens
making remarks about their pod names, no matter how
silly they may sound.

Name Examples

Rhale, Jonga, Huron, Orahn, Krom, Noora.

Pod Examples

Riptide, Wavecrasher, Lagoon, Quicktail
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The Kora act as the leaders of the Rebellion within
Hegemony space. They have managed to rally the other
conquered worlds in numbers never before seen by
the Zauriim. Their proximity to the Contested zone has
allowed for a large number of refugees to flee beyond
the reach of the Hegemony to the Star League.

The Kora have become the symbol of the Rebellion
within the Hegemony. Refugees are often invited to
speak publicly about the Hegemony and the plight of
their people.
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Exomorph Reptiles
3.5 to 4.5 Meters
200 Years
The Hegemony
Militarist

The Zauriim are feared and reviled across
known space as their mighty Hegemony
expands throughout the stars. The Zauriim
believe themselves to be the most perfectly
evolved species, and therefore the rightful
rulers of the galaxy.

traits
Slither

Zauriim move with very little noise and can
slip through small spaces without penalty.

Venomous

Zauriim fangs contain deadly toxin, allowing
them to inflict Poison to the target for a
number of turns equal to the degrees of
success when their unarmed attacks
damage Endurance.

Intimidation

The mere presence of a Zauriim is
intimidating to most. Whenever you
enter melee range, the opponent must
make a Willpower check against taking
1x Mental damage.
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The Zauriim are a race of cunning serpents that command a vast and powerful Hegemony.

The Zauriim are the most feared and reviled species in
the known galaxy. Their vast empire, The Hegemony,
spreads across the stars, conquering all in their path.

When the Elkari discovered the Zauriim, they were
relatively primitive, having only just invented their first
computers. Being the first intelligent life encountered
by the Elkari, they were showered with advanced
science and technology. Zauriim society leapt through
developmental milestones in a few short years. It was
then that the Zauriim turned on the Elkari and used
what they had learned to form the Hegemony.

Zauriim are known for their arrogant superiority and
blatant disregard for anything foreign. Their narcissitic
self interest alienates them from other races and makes
it a challenge to ever regard one as a friend.
The Elkari feel great shame for their role in the creation
of the Hegemony and refuse to speak of it.
Zauriim exiles struggle to find their place in a galaxy
that hates them. Even those that do not espouse the
beliefs of the Hegemony are faced with hatred and
prejudice from the other races. Due to their limited
options, many exiles turn to crime in order to survive,
further damaging their reputation.

With every new addition to the Hegemony, it grows
stronger and more technologically advanced. There are
many opportunities for other races in the Hegemony if
they accept Zauriim supremacy.

language

sub-groups
Loyalists

The Zauriim are the Hegemony. Loyalty isn't so much
expected as it is considered natural. Zauriim are a
prideful people that truly believe in the rightful rule
of the Hegemony. Deviant behavior is unthinkable
to most Zauriim and swiftly punished. Most Zauriim
enjoy their lives in the Hegemony and there isn't much
incentive to rock the boat.

Exiles

It is very rare for a Zauriim to betray the Hegemony,
but it does happen from time to time. Rather than offer
these traitors an honorable death, they are instead
exiled from the Hegemony. This is seen as a fate worse
than death, as their legacy and titles are stripped, their
names forgotten for all time. Exiles often wander the
galaxy, lost and aimless, though sometimes they will
find new purpose as members of other factions in the
galaxy. Exiles have hard lives, as Zauriiim are rarely
welcomed anywhere outside the Hegemony.

Zauriim speak Hizt exclusively. They do not learn other
languages and expect all other races they encounter to
learn their language. Zauriim exiles will pick up Trade,
but it is often a source of shame.
Hizt speech is sharp and raspy. There are few actual
words, but each phrase is modified by a complex suite
of body motions and hand gestures. Fortunately for
those seeking to learn Hizt, none of the body motions
involve anything below the waist.

names
Zauriim names are just as sharp and raspy as their language. Their names are granted on their hatching day
by one of the brood tenders. Tracking specific lineages
is unimportant to the Zauriim as they view their entire
species as genetically superior.
However, Zauriim do tend to take on extravagant
titles that are bestowed upon them by their superiors.
These titles are accumulated over time with each major
accomplishment, though usually the most prestigous is
the one commonly used in casual introductions.

Name Examples

Naag the Unstoppable, Hezzt of the Unwavering Eye,
Shariss the Flashing Blade, Ahzaar of the Storm
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To the Zauriim, evolutionary superiority is of the utmost
importantance. The most advanced species in the
galaxy deserves to rule it. They are not cruel overlords.
Rather, they see themselves as better versions of the
Elkari. They find other races and integrate them into
their society, believing it is in the best interest of all
lesser species to find purpose within the Hegemony.

